One Bedroom Apartment in a Touristic Complex

Reference: 8162C
Locality: Los Cristianos
Complex: Victoria Court II
Type: Apartment
Status: For Sale
Price: £180,000 (€206,600)
Energy Efficiency Rating: Pending

Beds: 1
Baths: 1
Build: 60 m2
Terrace: 20 m2
Floor level: Ground

Community: Children's Pool, Community Pool, Heated Outdoor Pool
Decor: Fitted Wardrobes, Fully Furnished, Spacious Accommodation
Exterior: Private terrace
Location: Walking Distance To Beach, Walking Distance To Restaurants, Walking Distance To Shops,
Walking Distance To Town Centre
Rooms: American Kitchen/Kitchenette
Views: Town
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One Bedroom Apartment in a Touristic Complex
Clear Blue Skies Group SL is delighted to offer this ideally located property for sale in Los Cristianos on
the ever popular Victoria Court II holiday complex, which is located only a few hundred meters from the
nearest sandy beach and promenade, and within strolling distance of all the attractions and delights of
this vibrant resort town.
Los Cristianos is one of Tenerife's most well-known locations, having grown from humble beginnings as
a small fishing port and village into what is now a large, thriving, cosmopolitan resort with wonderful
beaches, restaurants, shops, bars and so much more. It is also the main ferry port taking residents and
tourists to the other Canary Islands of La Gomera, La Palma and El Hierro. It is located just off the TF1
motorway and is just a 20 minutes drive from the Tenerife South airport, and has a great bus service
connecting you to other areas of the island.
Victoria Court II is a fantastic gated complex, an ideal place to have an holiday apartment as not only
can the new owners use it themselves, there is an opportunity to rent your property to holidaymakers
via the onsite management company who can take care of all aspects of the rental from obtaining the
booking through full management and cleaning. The complex boasts great facilities including a large
pool which is heated during the slightly cooler winter months, and there are plenty of communal
sunbathing terraces surrounded by community garden areas.
Situated on the ground floor, upon entering the apartment you will find a well-proportioned lounge and
adjacent American style kitchen with handy breakfast bar. There is a double bedroom with fitted
wardrobes and a bathroom to the rear.
Externally and with direct access from the lounge, you can find the large (20m²) terrace with
retractable sun blind, a great space for sunbathing, relaxing or even al fresco dining in the wonderful
Tenerife climate.
In summary, this apartment is being sold fully furnished and ready for personal use, short term letting
or perhaps a bit of both, and represents an excellent opportunity for a multitude of uses. Viewing is
recommended to appreciate this complex and the location of this lovely property, please do not
hesitate to contact Clear Blue Skies Group SL at our office in Fañabé Plaza for further information and
to make arrangements to view.
Please note: this property is for sale at the GBP price of £180,000. Any € price quoted is an estimate
based upon the current exchange rate.
Disclaimer: The material provided in this presentation is based on information provided by third parties whom we believe to be reliable, however we are
unable to guarantee it is complete or 100% accurate, so it should not be relied upon as such. Prospective purchasers are advised to take appropriate legal
advice regarding such matters.
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